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Motivating questions

 When I walk outside, in what quantum state do I expect 
to find the grass and the sunshine?

 What do our everyday observations imply about the 
quantum state of macroscopic systems?

 No macroscopic superpositions

 Redundant records of objective states

 However, the vast majority of quantum states of 
macroscopic systems are massively entangled, with no 
redundant records

 Can we understand the universe in terms of a single, 
unitarily evolving global quantum state?

Decoherence

Quantum Darwinism
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 Background: The quantum-classical transition and 
decoherence

 Background: Quantum information and quantum 
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 Model #1: Real-world redundant information in 
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Quantum-classical transition

 The “relativistic-Newtonian transition”

 C to infty

 Straight lines to straight lines

 Hyperbolas to parabolas
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Quantum-classical transition

 The quantum-classical transition

 Hbar to infty

 Wavepackets to point particles?

 Quantum soup to…?
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Quantum-classical transition

 Fundamental problem: quantum and classical state 

spaces are not the same

 Cannot be solved by using restricted class of initial 

states (‘quasiclassical states’, e.g. wavepackets)

 Most macroscopic systems are chaotic through at least part 

of their relevant phase space

 In chaotic systems, quasiclassical states evolve to highly 

non-classical states in a few multiples of the Lyapunov time

 is small but not zero

 Non-classical states produced on timescales only 

logarithmically dependent on smallness of



Decoherence

 Grossly non-classical macroscopic states are genericly 
produced in isolated quantum systems

 Not limited to measurement-like situations

 Solution: decoherence



Global quantum states

 This story is predicated on an eternal system-

environment decomposition

 How do we discuss something more complicated?

 What is that makes ‘branching’ states like this so 

special?

 To describe them, we need to introduce some 

mathematical tools
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Classical (Shannon) entropy

 Want to characterize source of noise/uncertainty 

by its probability distribution  pi

 Definition:



Quantum (von Neumann) entropy

 Quantum analog:

 Minimizes entropy of (classical) measurement outcomes



Multi-partite notation

 Example Hilbert space:

 Subsystem state from partial trace:

 Entropy of subsystems:



Mutual information

 Definition:



Mutual information

 Definition:

 Bounds:

 Vanishes for product states:



Mutual information

 Definition:

 Classical correlation:

 Quantum correlation:



 Typical observers do not interact directly with systems

 Systems and observers are bathed in an environment

 Through decoherence, many records about the state of the 

system are imprinted in the environment

 The environment carries these records away where they may be 

accessed by observers

 Many redundant copies ensure observers can agree

…often extremely rapidly

“objectivity”

Quantum Darwinism



Decoherence to Darwinism

 The mutual information        
gives the total correlation 
between the state of the system 
and the environment

 Observers do not access the 
complete environment

 We want to know about 
redundant copies



Decoherence to Darwinism

 Most environments have 
natural, spatially local parts, 
e.g…

 The photons in this room

 Molecules in a gas

 Oscillating degrees of freedom in a 
material mechanically coupled to 
the system

 Need a partitioning of the 
environment into fragments



Decoherence to Darwinism
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Fragmentation

Fragment
Environment

Rest of 

environment

Fragment size



Typical decohering system
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Mutual information and Hilbert space

 Average entropy of subsystem known[1]

 Can calculate the mutual information for typical states in 

the global, N-body Hilbert space[2]
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[2] R. Blume-Kohout and WHZ, Found. 

Phys. 35, 1857 (2005)



Mutual information and Hilbert space

 States that deviate by even exponentially small amounts 

from the typical state occupy an exponentially small 

volume in Hilbert space for large N.

Typical States

“Concentration of measure”

f
0 1

0



Information deficit and redundancy 

 Monotonicity and antisymmetry imply no sensible fragment 
( f < 1/2 ) has full classical information

 Agrees with classical case: no records are perfect

 Define a fragment to be a “record” only up to some information 
deficit: 0 <  << 1

 Define redundancy R to be the total number of records in the 
environment:



Information deficit and redundancy
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Big picture

 Almost all quantum states are essentially non-redundant

 The redundant states we infer from observation are 

exceptional

 How to explain?

 Special initial state

 Special dynamics

 Low entropy

 Would like to understand exactly how these states 

come about, and how they decayf
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Bonus questions

 Decoherence arises when the environment learns about 

the state of the system.

 Where does this information go?

 Under what conditions does it remain accessible?

 How does information move around in real life 

quantum systems?



Previous systems explored

 Single spin monitored by an (initially) 
pure spin environment[1]

 Single spin monitored by a mixed spin 
environment[2,3]

 Harmonic oscillator monitored by a pure 
environment of oscillators[4,5]

[4] R. Blume-Kohout and W. H. Zurek, PRL 101, 240405 (2008).

[5] J. P. Paz and A. J. Roncaglia, PRA 80, 042111 (2009). 

[2] M. Zwolak, H. T. Quan, and W. H. Zurek, PRL 103, 110402 (2009).

[3] M. Zwolak, H. T. Quan, and W. H. Zurek, PRA 81, 062110 (2010).

[1] R. Blume-Kohout and W. H. Zurek, Found. Phys. 35, 1857 (2005). 



Two models to present

 Collisional decoherence in a photon bath

 An “everyday environment”

 Spin monitored by interacting spin bath

 Rise and fall of redundancy
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Model #1: Everyday environment

 Seek model which is…

 Found in real world

 Computationally tractable

 Not hampered by symmetries or size restrictions which 

prohibit the large redundancies we expect

 Collisional decoherence: an objected bathed in 

photons



Collisional decoherence

“cat” state



Collisional decoherence

 Initial Calculation[1]: 1985

 Corrections and generalizations[2-5]

 Bottom line: extremely fast decoherence rates

[1] E. Joos and H. D. Zeh, Z. Phys. B 59, 223 (1985).

Example: Dust grain with 

room temperature photons

[2] L. Diosi, Europhys. Lett. 30, 63 (1995). 

[3] M. R. Gallis and G. N. Fleming, PRA 42, 38 (1990). 

[4] K. Hornberger and J. E. Sipe, PRA 68, 012105 (2003).

[5] K. Hornberger, PRL 97, 060601 (2006).



Exact results: Mutual Information

Decoherence time
Decoherence factor

“Receptivity” of the environment

Determined by angular mixedness of 

photons and scattering matrix

Measures how easy it is to make 

records in the environment



Mutual information



Exact results: Redundancy

 Weak dependence on 

 Linear in time

 Redundancy rate proportional to and capped by the 

decoherence rate 

Good notion of record

Photons scatter at steady rate

Redundancy rate Decoherence rate

Receptivity

Production of records necessarily decoheres



…in just 1 ns!

1 m1 m

5250 K

100,000,000 copies…

A speck of dust on the surface of the Earth…
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Model #2: Rise and fall of redundancy

 Photons do not see each other, but 

other real-life environments have 

significant interactions between parts

 Inter-environment interactions should 

scramble information about the system, 

making it less accessible

 Redundancy destroyed

 Investigate rise and fall of redundancy 

with toy model of qubits



N+1 Spin Universe

di

mjk



N+1 Spin Universe

di

mjk

Numerics:



Decoherence factor

Gaussian 

Decay

Exponentially suppressed 

fluctuations



Redundancy and mutual information



Redundancy and mutual information



Mutual information and entropy

 Essential behavior of mutual information is contained in 

entropy of the fragment:

 To understand rise and fall of redundancy, look at the 

spectrum determining the entropy



Entropy and spectrum



Entropy and spectrum

 Consider global state as a sum of product-state branches, à 

la Everett:



Entropy and spectrum



Entropy and spectrum

‘Down’ branch

‘Up’ branch



Entropy and spectrum



Entropy and spectrum
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Multiply-branching histories

 Basic decoherence story describes single branching 

event

 Ultimately, we want to describe complicated histories of 

macroscopic systems

 Multiple branching events

 Mathematical framework: Consistent histories

 Allows rigorous treatment of a series of events using a 

single, unitarily evolving quantum state of the universe

 Quantum cosmology

 Consider simplest possible formulation



Simplified consistent histories

 Assume a pure global state of the universe

 Possible outcomes are described with complete sets of 

orthogonal Heisenberg-picture projectors

 ‘Branches’ obtained by applying the projector to the state

 Probabilities are squared norm of the branches



Simplified consistent histories

 Histories are sequences of projector choices

 A history has a corresponding class operator

 Branches obtained by applying the class operator

 Probabilities are squared norm of the branches



Simplified consistent histories

 Histories are consistent when

 Consistency implies probability sum 
rules

 Allows classical reasoning

 If the electron went through the right slit of 
the two-slit experiment, then…

 If the spin was measured to be z-up by a 
Stern-Gerlach device, then…

 If the large ferromagnet broke symmetry in 
the x-direction, then…

Not Consistent

Consistent

Consistent



Simplified consistent histories



Records of histories

 Motivated by idea of partial-trace consistency[1], we 

declare a new abstract Hilbert space

 and density matrix

 This block diagonal matrix is the natural generalization 

of the global state following pure decoherence

[1] J. Finkelstein, PRD 47, 

5430 (1993)



Historical mutual information

 Sensible definition of mutual information between 

fragment of universe and a history itself

 Reduces to normal mutual information for standard 

single-branching decoherence events



Historical mutual information

 Key result: the follow conditions are equivalent

 Historical mutual information for fragment is maximized

 The conditional density matrices of the fragment are 

orthogonal

 There exists a record of the history in the fragment



Historical mutual information

 Enables definition of redundancy of histories

 Reduces to normal redundancy for singly-branching 

decoherence events

 Redundantly recorded histories can be found out by 

many observers

 “Objectivity of the past”

*



Summary

 How to understand exceptional nature of the global 

quantum state?

 Special initial state

 Special dynamics

 The blackbody illumination model: 

 Non-interacting photon environment yields huge 

redundancies

 Initial mixedness of the environment is captured by a single 

parameter, which only decreases its capacity for redundancy 

by order unity



Summary

 The spin universe model: 

 Differences in coupling strength sufficient to produce high-

redundancy regime

 Destruction of redundancy can be traced to high-entropy 

breakdown of branch decomposition—no classical 

description possible

 Redundancy framework can naturally be extended to 

consistent histories

 Redundant records of histories

 “Objectivity of the past”



Questions



Backup Slides



Entropy and mutual information



Partial-trace consistency

 J. Finkelstein: Histories are partial-trace consistent (E-

consistent) when

 Many nice implications

 Consistency

 Probability sum rules for system density matrix

 Existence of records in environment


